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Thank You For Considering 

Fierce Little Bird Productions! 
 

Every production has a unique set of challenges and requirements for success. We offer several 

flexible options to all potential clients that typically fall into one of three production tiers. The 

crew hired and equipment used is adjustable based on the project scope and available budget. 

Take some time to look over the information below, and feel free to contact us with any 

questions you may have. 

 

 

Brand Story: Starting at $20,000 
Our Brand Story option is perfect for large-scale productions with high budget availability. We 

pull out all the stops for these projects, bringing out expanded production teams, a fully stocked 

production van with an expansive lighting kit, top-tier audio equipment, and cinema-quality 

cameras. This tier involves multiple shooting days, as well as a longer post-production period to 

put on all the final touches. As the name suggests, this tier is frequently selected for more 

narrative-style projects, including corporate Brand Stories and Documentaries. 

 

Medium-to-Low Budget: Starting at $6000 
A majority of productions fall within our medium-to-low budget option. Some projects benefit 

more from a smaller crew while still maintaining the same lighting and picture quality of the 

higher budget projects. Depending on the budget, this option features a two-to-three-person crew 

with an expanded production kit. Typical projects for this tier include Client Testimonials and 

Industrials. 

 

Budget Friendly: Starting at $3500 
For projects with tighter financial constraints, we offer our budget-friendly option. This option 

focuses on a two-person crew with a basic production kit: simple lighting, quality audio, and a 

high-grade camera. While it does not include as extensive a gear selection or fleshed-out crew 

roster as our higher production tiers, we still guarantee a high-quality final product. The average 

project at this tier includes brief Social Media/UGC content and one-day Event Coverage. 

 

 

We offer production options for just about any budget range, and we always work to guarantee 

you get the best product possible. Working with us reduces overhead expenses and guarantees 

fast, clear communication between you as the client and the creative team. Rates vary based on 

project budgets and flexible production options. Feel free to contact us with any questions or 

concerns you might have, or if you are looking for specific work samples or individual day rates. 

Additionally, if you represent a non-profit or other charitable organization, reach out and talk to 

us about our adjusted rates. Thank you for your time, and we look forward to working with you. 


